KZN BEACH HOUSE

Paradise

WHO LIVES HERE
Leslie Slater who lives in Ballito and holidays here,
often joined by her children and their families.

THE HOUSE
A double storey in Umdloti, KZN, with three en
suite bedrooms on the ground floor. A lift takes
you up to the first floor, which houses the main
en suite bedroom, a guest bedroom/study, the
open-plan living areas and kitchen. There’s also a
veranda, covered patio, bar and swimming pool. 
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At this KZN seaside home with its
contemporary coastal decor and
expansive sea views, relaxing is inevitable

TEXT CANDICE BOTHA PHOTOGRAPHS LUXURY COASTAL ESCAPES/CHRIS ALLAN

FOUND

As the doors can be folded back
completely, the living area seamlessly
connects to the courtyard. The cushions
are in Ralph Lauren fabrics from
St Leger & Viney and from markets
in Zimbabwe and Mozambique.
The painting is by Philip Briel.

This house is available for
holiday rentals and sale
through Luxury Coastal Escapes
luxurycoastalescapes.com/
southbeachroad
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Glass balustrades ensure that the view from
the terrace is uninterrupted. The patio furniture from Mobelli Furniture + Living is
covered in practical white towelling. By cladding the passage from the entrance to
the lift in mirror, it feels much lighter and larger. A driftwood sculpture by Bryan
Cusack makes a striking focal point. Custom-made wallpaper featuring family
photographs adds personality to the bar alongside the covered patio. The kitchen
opens onto a balcony overlooking the beach. A skylight emphasises the crisp
combination of white cabinetry and timber countertops.
THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

hen Leslie and John
Slater decided to build
their dream seaside
home, they were
prepared to wait for the right property
to come along. “We liked the gentle,
relaxed lifestyle of Umdloti, just a
few kilometres north of Durban, and
couldn’t believe our luck when we found
the ideal site just across the road from
the beach at exactly the right time,”
recalls Leslie.
“The original cottage was very old and
run down and definitely not salvageable
in terms of what we were trying to
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achieve, so it had to be demolished,”
she says. Their aim was to make the
most of the setting and the sea views
and ensure that while there was space
for their children and their families, it
would still feel cosy when it was just the
two of them. “As architecture was his
passion, my late husband John designed
the house and worked closely with an
architect who put his ideas and drawings
into formal plans. The idea was to
create an easy living space that was open
and light. We didn’t want big, empty,
closed-up rooms, so we designed what
was essentially a large one-bedroom 
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apartment with the master bedroom,
bathroom and living spaces upstairs
and the guest bedrooms and service
areas downstairs.”
The relaxed coastal vibe extends to the
interior design. Large windows frame
views of the sea and there’s a distinct
THIS PAGE, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:

In the main bedroom, built-in
bookshelves surround the bed leaving
the rest of the space clutter free. White
shutters by Aesthetics Shutters and Blinds
give privacy while still revealing the view.
The main bathroom incorporates a
dressing room, and large windows and
a glass roof give the impression that
you’re outdoors.
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African influence as a result of Kenyanborn Leslie’s love for that country. “The
African East Coast is in my blood and
I adore African design in the form of
prints, art, weaves, natural textures and
keeping things simple,” she says. 

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Bold blue and white stripes make a good contrast
to the headboard covered in Delicious Monsters’ fabric in the guest bedroom.
Practical touches in this guest bathroom include a wall-mounted magazine rack, a
table on castors for toiletries and a rail in the shower. The bathroom fixtures are from
Richmond and the painting is by Peter Hager. By layering artwork, ceramics and
antiques, Leslie has given each room a personal feel.
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Get the look
Recreate the tropical
look of this outdoor
entertaining area in
your home
Hanging pod chair,
R5 980, Esque.

Yarndye Double
Stripe scatter in
navy, R199,99,
MRP Home.

The blue and white palette and
tropical touches have a coastal chic
aesthetic that’s both classic and modern
– something that Leslie planned
deliberately. “I wanted to include our
treasured antiques as well as some of
our art, but I also wanted the style to be
contemporary,” she says explaining why
The
decked floor, slatted roof and plethora of
potplants on the covered patio blur the
boundaries between indoors and out. A
fireplace ensures that it’s a cosy spot all
year round. The hanging chair is from
Weylandts. The pool area was designed
to resemble a tropical resort complete
with beach sand and palm trees. A glass
wall protects the area from the wind while
still revealing the view beyond.
THIS PAGE, FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:
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SHOPPING CANDICE BOTHA PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
AND PRICES WERE CHECKED AT TIME OF GOING TO PRINT. SEE PAGE 2.

Shanghai
coffee table,
R15 195, Block
& Chisel.

she combined the dining room table with a bamboo server
and an antique writing desk with a bold striped wallpaper.
Art, books and interesting objects are arranged throughout
and a proliferation of plants blur the boundaries between
indoors and out.
Outside, the front veranda has uninterrupted views of
the sea, while at the back, next to the pool, protected from
the prevailing winds, there’s an area with beach sand and
palm trees. “This area is a win for the kids who can play
with buckets and spades in the sand,” says Leslie. “Even in
winter, the covered patio is ideal for braaing and sipping
vino next to the fire.”
ABOVE: “We love relaxing in the courtyard with family and
friend, enjoying G&Ts around the pool,” says Leslie. Adding to
the ambience are pots with LED lights from Cobinlight, which
also supplied the chairs.

Tortoiseshell
glass vase, R170,
Cécile & Boyd.

Faux monstera
plant, R990, SHF.

Rizia stool, R1 695,
Block & Chisel.

Tray, R329,99,
MRP Home.

SOURCES Aesthetics Shutters and Blinds aestheticsshuttersandblinds.co.za Block & Chisel blockandchisel.co.za Bryan Cusack
bryancusack.com Cécile & Boyd cecileandboyds.com Cobinlight cobinlight.com Coricraft coricraft.co.za Delicious Monsters
delicious-monsters.co.za Esque esque.co.za Mobelli Furniture + Living mobelli.co.za MRP Home mrphome.com Philip Briel
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